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ABSTRACT
Recent research has shown that state reporting to human rights monitoring bodies is
associated with improvements in rights practices, calling into question earlier claims that selfreporting is inconsequential. Yet little work has been done to explore the theoretical mechanisms
that plausibly account for this association. This article systematically documents—across treaties,
countries, and years—four mechanisms through which reporting can contribute to human rights
improvements: elite socialization, learning and capacity building, domestic mobilization, and law
development. These mechanisms have implications for the future of human rights treaty
monitoring.

Over the past fifty years, the number of international human rights codified in treaty form
has exploded. There are now nine core multilateral human rights agreements, each with their own
monitoring body, and several optional protocols. 1 This treaty regime covers a range of rights for
all persons, from civil and political to economic, social, and cultural rights. Dedicated treaties aim
to eliminate discrimination against racial minorities and women, and to protect the rights of
children, migrants, and the disabled. Every country has committed itself to at least one of these
core treaties, and most have ratified several.
The treaties are administered by reviewing bodies that, among other functions, receive
reports from the member states on their human rights practices. Recent research has shown that
reporting states improve their rights practices when they engage in ongoing dialogue with these
treaty bodies, throwing into question earlier impressions that self-reporting is inconsequential. This
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improvement occurs even though states that report are initially no better at respecting human rights
than those that do not. 2
To be sure, the human rights treaty-body system has faced many challenges. Reform
discussions have recurred since its inception. 3 Commentary has grown more urgent since the early
2000s, as the system has expanded in size, scope, and membership. In 2009, the UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights initiated a process to strengthen the treaty bodies, recognizing
that chronic under-resourcing, backlog, lack of engagement, and complexity of working methods
were compromising the system. After consultations with states parties, experts, and civil society,
the High Commissioner presented a report to the General Assembly proposing measures to
reinforce the system. 4 Following two years of difficult negotiations among member states, the
General Assembly adopted a resolution to do so. 5 This resulted in measures aimed to enhance the
treaty bodies’ capacity to protect human rights. In 2020 the General Assembly will review these
measures’ effectiveness and consider additional actions to further improve the system.
Given these upcoming reform discussions, it is important to understand the nature and
quality of the self-reporting process and consider evidence-based recommendations for its
improvement. Over the past decade, our understanding of international treaties’ effects on state
behavior and human rights outcomes has grown significantly, 6 but few studies investigate
systematically how self-reporting affects treaty implementation and ultimately domestic laws and
practices. The most rigorous evidence to date establishes a plausible connection between the
cumulative effects of participating in the reporting process and improved human rights outcomes.
Recent research shows that the more frequently states participate in the reporting process, the better
they perform on relevant indicators of rights outcomes. 7 In particular, repeated and cumulative
dialogues with treaty bodies have contributed to lower levels of discrimination against women and
physical integrity rights violations. Employing a range of statistical techniques, these studies help
establish a causal connection between the fact of iterated reporting and improved rights practices
and gesture toward specific mechanisms of public attention and political mobilization as potential
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explanations for this connection. However, research has yet to explore the range of theoretical
mechanisms that plausibly account for the link between reporting and rights improvements. In
short, the process connecting periodic review by the treaty bodies and human rights improvements
remains opaque.
This article demonstrates that certain features of the process of self-reporting to human
rights treaty bodies can account for the positive relationship between the act of reporting and the
positive human rights outcomes reported in earlier research. In particular, this article
systematically documents—across treaties, countries, and years—four mechanisms that theory and
evidence suggest contribute to human rights improvements: elite socialization, learning and
capacity building, domestic mobilization, and law development. We show that reports are
becoming more thorough, increasingly candid, and more relevant to treaty obligations. More states
are developing the capacity to collect, systematize, and analyze information—and more are willing
to include such information in their reports—than in the past. Most importantly, the report-andreview process seeps into domestic politics, as reflected in the growth and localization of civil
society participation (shadow reporting) and local media publicity. In other words, what is
discussed in Geneva does not stay in Geneva. It spills over into domestic debates, adding fuel to
mobilization and prompting demands for implementation. The work of the treaty bodies is also
increasingly relevant to and informs law development at the regional level.
This article’s claims are limited in two respects. First, it should be obvious that rights
practices are shaped by many complex influences. No monocausal account of law—much less
reporting under international treaty regimes—can fully determine actual rights protections and
violations. The processes documented in this article exist synergistically alongside a multitude of
other influences; they do not operate in social, political, or legal isolation. Self-reporting matters
because bureaucracies can learn, because the media reports, because groups mobilize, and because
expert decisions and views contribute to law development. A host of other individuals and
institutions—from special rapporteurs to local politicians—may play important roles as well. The
mechanisms discussed here benefit from, amplify, and empower these entities. Second, while the
article demonstrates that the reporting process accords with conditions that theoretically facilitate
positive outcomes, causal tests for each mechanism are not presented here. Rather, we offer
empirically supported reasons for taking seriously established causal claims between the act of
self-reporting and positive human rights outcomes.
This article first demonstrates in Part I that self-reporting is a crucial and pervasive
“enforcement” device in both domestic and international law. Part II describes the history and
evolution of the contemporary human rights self-reporting regime. Part III links self-reporting and
review to theories of elite socialization, learning and capacity building, political mobilization, and
law development. The conclusion in Part IV is cautiously optimistic. It entertains critiques,
including potential problems of reporting fatigue and meaningless bureaucratic ritualization. It also
offers policy recommendations based on theory and evidence. Far from conceding defeat, reforms
should continue to focus on making the report-and-review process streamlined, accessible, and
actionable.
I. SELF-REPORTING AND LAW “ENFORCEMENT”
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Self-reporting has become a common tool of regulatory compliance at all levels of
governance. At the national level, it is often considered the best—and sometimes the only—way
to elicit information needed to enforce the law. From the U.S. Defense Department’s Contractor
Disclosure Program 8 to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 9 to the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, 10 American regulators routinely use self-reporting to enhance
regulatory compliance and encourage the development of self-policing capacity among firms.
Self-reporting is also central to regional regulatory enforcement. The European Union
depends on information provided by national administrations and employs “soft” tools such as
regulatory transparency to encourage compliance with European policies. 11 The EU’s Open
Method of Coordination relies on iterative national reports to assess regulatory progress, provide
peer review, exchange best practices, and occasionally issue recommendations on how best to
achieve common regulatory goals. 12 A range of actors—national agencies, ministry officials,
parliamentarians, civil society, and the media—deploy information disclosed during this process
to set national policy agendas and press for reforms. 13
Critics debate self-reporting systems’ effectiveness in reducing law violations, but some
domestic evidence suggests it is a useful component in a broader regulatory framework. Selfreporting systems have contributed to pollution abatement 14 by reducing the costs of monitoring,15
encouraging remediation (or correction) of violations, 16 and generally contributing to a norm of
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“self-policing.” 17 Firms’ ability and willingness to self-police has long been an important aspect
of deterrence and compliance in a range of regulatory arenas. 18
These systems also have well-known weaknesses. Often, actors resist self-reporting,
especially when such requirements are new and perceived as burdensome. One particularly
disparaged example is Section 1502 of the Dodd-Frank Act, 19 which required companies to
disclose annually whether they had obtained certain minerals from mines controlled by armed
groups in the Congo. Few reporting requirements have been so severely denounced as costly and
ineffective. When some of the initial reports became available for review and analysis, they made
for quite uninformative reading, with companies typically claiming they could not determine who
controlled the mines from which they sourced minerals. 20
Yet even this much-maligned reporting requirement spawned potentially interesting
dynamics. Some companies began to investigate the provenance of their mineral inputs, which
stimulated research on firm structures and governance models that made traceability increasingly
feasible. Models of supply chain due diligence were advocated and adopted to replace individual
firms’ uninformative go-it-alone reports. 21 Third party auditors developed a capacity to certify
certain sources as “conflict free.” While early returns from the reporting were not encouraging,
even-handed analysts noted new reputational pressures to scrutinize supply chains and some
concluded that the system should be improved rather than scrapped. 22 More importantly, firms
were innovating even as they began—often reluctantly—the task of self-reporting. Some
optimistic advocates attributed the decline in rebel mining in the Congo to greater attention by
corporations and consumers to conflict-based mineral sourcing. 23
Domestic self-reporting systems for private or commercial actors, as well as regional
European ones for governments, differ in an important respect from most international systems:
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they are usually backed by some ability to punish violators if detected. International regimes have
very limited ability to punish delinquent non-reporters. 24 Instead, they must rely on moral suasion
and peer pressure to encourage governments’ self-reporting. Governments might then face
political pressure and administrators may even experience “lie aversion,” 25 which creates subtle
pressures to be honest and thorough. 26
International law depends on self-reporting even more than domestic or regional legal
systems do. International cooperation is inconceivable—or at least very inefficient—without the
ability to collect and share credible information. 27 Such information makes it theoretically possible
for states to avoid costly conflict 28 and realize joint gains that would otherwise be difficult to
achieve given that “political market failures” are rife internationally. 29
In fact, self-reporting requirements are the most common form of “enforcement” in
international law and institutions.30 Barbara Koremenos recently found that a little over half of a
random sample of treaties deposited with the United Nations rely on self-monitoring, third-party
surveillance, or a combination of both. 31 In the area of arms control, some eighty-five of 227
agreements provide for self-reporting as the most intrusive form of monitoring. 32 When the stakes
are high, self-reporting is often supplemented with verification by an international body, peer
inspections, and/or unilateral or external monitoring. Under the Chemical Weapons Convention,
for instance, states parties must initially declare stocks of chemical weapons and subsequent annual
progress made towards their destruction. 33 The Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical
Differential punishments are useful if actors can expect to escape harsher punishments or more intensive scrutiny
by reporting than if wrongs are discovered independently. See, e.g., Louis Kaplow & Steven Shavell, Optimal Law
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Weapons verifies these declarations through onsite inspection. States parties may also request a
“challenge inspection” of any other state party’s facilities. Self-reporting thus plays a central role
in arms control, even as verification provisions have increased and external monitoring has become
denser.
Other areas of international law rely on self-reporting systems with weaker forms of
delegated monitoring, while allowing for additional input from civil society, peer governments,
and international bureaucracies. A good example is trade enforcement, which relies on a system
of fire alarms rather than police patrols. 34 With private firms highly incentivized to report and
litigate instances of noncompliance, 35 information is produced largely through dispute
settlement. 36 However, the World Trade Organization also collects information through regular
“notifications” by governments regarding specific measures, policies, or laws. Regular reporting
and review of trade policies also occurs through the Trade Policy Review Mechanism, with input
provided by the reviewed state and the Organization’s bureaucracy, followed by questioning by
peer governments within a public forum. 37 In this case, the purpose is expressly not to enforce
WTO law but rather to facilitate trade by providing transparency on members’ policies and
practices. 38 While an innovation in monitoring multilateral trade agreements, practically nothing
is known about its consequences.
Self-reporting is also a central pillar in international environmental agreements. Some, like
the G20 Fossil Fuel Subsidy Agreement, depend almost exclusively on information from adhering
states. 39 In many instances, self-reporting complements other forms of information gathering
thought to be critical to transparency and ultimately compliance. For example, various “systems
for implementation review” exist in international environmental agreements, “through which the
parties share information, compare activities, review performance, handle noncompliance, and
adjust commitments.” 40 While existing research does not specifically theorize how state-generated
Matthew D. McCubbins & Thomas Schwartz, Congressional Oversight Overlooked: Police Patrols Versus Fire
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self-reports can affect behavior, 41 the role of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) is likely a
critical element. Many observers note the similarity between the watchdog role that NGOs play in
supplementing state reporting in environmental and human rights implementation processes. 42
Monitoring provisions are also common in human rights agreements. In Koremenos’s
random sample, about 41 percent of human rights agreements contained no monitoring provisions
at all, which is almost the exact proportion for international agreements as a whole (40 percent). 43
The remaining 59 percent of human rights agreements sampled are fairly “densely monitored” and
commonly require states parties to report to “internal bodies” (e.g., treaty-based implementation
committees) and establish a formal monitoring role for existing intergovernmental organizations
(e.g., UN bodies) as well. For instance, since 2006, Universal Periodic Review has enhanced selfreporting to peers in the UN Human Rights Council. Overall, the international community depends
heavily on states parties to provide the raw material for human rights oversight. 44
In issue areas from arms control to the environment, and from trade to human rights, stategenerated information provision and review have been critical in increasing the transparency
necessary for treaty implementation. 45 Has self-reporting enhanced international human rights
treaty implementation? If so, how? It was certainly intended to do so, as the historical record
discussed in the next part demonstrates.
II. SELF-REPORTING UNDER INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW
Historical Development
Self-reporting is the tip of the spear of the accountability revolution in international human
rights. Before the First World War, there are only hints of such accountability in areas we might
recognize as related to human rights. Reporting by states parties was discussed in the area of labor
standards and in limited regional agreements to address what today we call human trafficking for
sexual exploitation. As early as 1905, a draft labor convention called on national supervisory
authorities to “publish regularly reports on the execution of the present convention and to exchange
these reports among themselves.” 46
Two world wars changed global attitudes about state accountability, and this was
increasingly built into inter-war international law and organizations. In November 1918, the
League of Nations Committee on Labor urged governments to provide for the creation of an
International Labor Office in the Paris Treaty of Peace. This office would be charged with the
41
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“collection and comparison of the measures taken to carry out international [labor] conventions
and of the government reports on their observance.” 47 The next year, an American draft included
reference to states parties reporting to the secretary-general of the League of Nations any actions
taken in response to a “recommendation of the General Conference [of Labor] communicated to
it.” 48 The International Labor Organization (ILO) constitution signed in 1919 ultimately required
annual reports that “shall be made in such form and shall contain such particulars as the Governing
Body may request.” 49
The Mandate System under the League of Nations also relied on reports from countries
charged with overseeing non-self-governing territories, a practice continued under the Trusteeship
Council of the United Nations. 50 Early human-trafficking conventions further signaled the
emergence of reporting norms. Agreements negotiated in 1904 and 1910 to curb trafficking in
prostitution had rudimentary information-exchange provisions, 51 and eventually came under the
supervision of the League’s Advisory Committee on the Traffic of Women and Children. 52 States
began reporting to Geneva on anti-trafficking measures in the early 1920s, 53 and the 1926 Slavery
Convention created an additional obligation to report relevant anti-trafficking laws to other parties
and the League secretary-general, 54 though it failed to provide procedures for review or followup. In 1930, the British government tried to use the Permanent Mandates Commission model to
gather information through reports to a “Permanent Slavery Organization,” but these efforts failed
due to the financial constraints of the inter-war depression and the outbreak of the Second World
War. 55 A more elaborated system for reporting and information sharing to counter human
trafficking and other rights violations would have to await the postwar period. 56
The postwar international order crucially changed the context for human rights.
Democratic governance was reestablished in many countries, including in the heart of Europe.
Transnational organizations and faith-based organizations found their voices in advocating for
human rights. Crumbling empires would be replaced by a wave of newly independent nation states.
47
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Many of these emerging states found common cause with rights advocates in their calls for national
self-determination. 57
The postwar period was a watershed for both international human rights and for what has
been called the “regulatory turn” in international law. 58 This regulatory turn undoubtedly fueled
reporting as an enforcement mechanism especially in international human rights law. Most
basically, state reporting was a way for the United Nations to collect information for law
development in the first place. 59 This role had been carried out on a limited basis under the League
of Nations, but it became more common and widespread as human rights principles were codified
in the early 1960s. 60 UN protocols increasingly called on states to submit information in the context
of conciliation and dispute-settlement procedures. 61 Of central concern here, state reporting was
employed first in general hortatory requests and then as a treaty obligation in an effort to secure
adherence.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) was the focus of these efforts. The
UN General Assembly and Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) both passed resolutions
requesting information on state law and practice on human rights. As early as 1947, the General
Assembly recommended that the secretary-general request member states to report annually to
ECOSOC, which would in turn report to the General Assembly on steps taken to give effect to
“recommendations made by the General Assembly on matters falling within the Council’s
competence.” 62 This resolution was intended to include UDHR principles, which had no explicit
provisions for implementation. Few states responded to such a general exhortation. ECOSOC thus
postponed systematic review and instead perused the few reports it received on an ad hoc basis.
Five years later, the submission of official state reports remained a rarity, so the Council
discontinued this system of self-reporting entirely. 63
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In 1956, ECOSOC again passed a resolution calling for systematic self-reporting on human
rights. It requested UN members to transmit reports every three years describing how they were
implementing UDHR principles. John Humphrey, then serving as Rapporteur of the International
Committee on Human Rights, later reported that forty-one states (exactly half) responded as
requested in the first round of reporting, and sixty-seven (over 80 percent) responded in the second
round (1957–59). But Cold War rhetoric and a perfunctory review by the Human Rights
Commission rendered the exercise ineffective. 65 Self-reporting received a boost six years later,
when NGOs with consultative status in ECOSOC were invited to submit their views and
observations to the Council. 66 The system of “shadow reporting” by civil society organizations
was thereby conceived.
64

At best, the general call for reports on progress toward realizing the UDHR was a soft law
obligation. The problem remained state cooperation. In 1965, ECOSOC invited states to participate
in a three-year cycle of reporting on civil and political rights, economic and social rights, and
freedom of information. 67 This process routed state reports through the Sub-Commission on the
Prevention of Discrimination and the Protection of Minorities, which generally failed to read
them—an outcome John Humphrey called “a political victory won by governments who do not
favour the international enforcement of human rights.” 68 Rights advocates knew, however, they
were not in a position to do much more than request state information. Despite his frustrations,
Humphrey concluded that “[o]f the various techniques, reporting is the one with which the
international community has had the most and probably the most successful experience” and that
given government reticence to accept international oversight, “reporting may indeed, even for
these rights, be the most practical means of implementation.” 69
The Consent-Based Treaty System
Self-reporting as part of a consent-based treaty obligation was another route to enhance
implementation. This approach built on an explicit legal commitment and engaged expert
implementation committees rather than government-composed bodies of the United Nations. As
early as 1947, the Drafting Committee for the International Convention on Civil and Political
Rights (ICCPR) proposed a state reporting mechanism, to be triggered by UN General Assembly
resolution, for “an explanation, certified by the highest legal authorities of the State concerned, as
to the manner in which the law of that state gives effect to any of the said provisions of this Bill of
Rights.” 70 The United States proposed amending this to regularized two-year intervals. 71 When
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the commission on human rights resumed discussion of the draft in 1950, the Soviet Union and its
allies resisted the inclusion of any reporting procedures as contrary to Article 2.7 of the UN
Charter, which prohibits the UN from intervening in matters essentially within the domestic
jurisdiction of any state. 72 Resistance was due in part to the concern that while similar procedures
were developing with respect to the drafting of the International Covenant on Economic, Social,
and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), that treaty was to be “progressively realized” while the ICCPR was
“intended, in the main, to be applied immediately.” 73 Moreover, the idea of reporting on progress
toward implementation might, some feared, undercut the idea that states should be in compliance
with the ICCPR upon ratification. 74
To whom reports would be submitted was initially controversial as well. On the one hand,
the idea of reporting to the General Assembly was anathema insofar as it meant that obligated
states would in effect be reporting to those who remained outside the treaty arrangement. 75 On the
other hand, some states objected to an autonomous body of individuals acting in their personal
capacity as experts. 76 The former view prevailed, although the final draft acknowledged that the
reports could also be forwarded to UN specialized agencies after consultation with the treaty
body. 77
The Cold War effectively put the adoption of the ICCPR and ICESCR on ice between the
tenth and twenty-first sessions of the Human Rights Commission (between 1954 and 1966). The
Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD), negotiated in the early 1960s
and entering into force in 1965, turned out to be the path-breaking treaty that provided the model
for nearly all major subsequent human rights agreements and established the precedent that human
rights treaties must contain some means for implementation. 78 While CERD drafters could look to
the (unadopted) drafts of the “international bill of rights,” the convention broke new ground as the
first major post-UDHR treaty in force to require states to report to a treaty body. As such, the
CERD provided an important model, especially for anti-discrimination treaties such as the
Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) negotiated a decade
later.
Several historical streams converged in the late 1950s and early 1960s to elevate racial
equality above “the sacred notions of sovereignty so closely guarded by many UN member
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states.” 79 The civil rights movement highlighted embarrassing conditions in the United States and
created a sense of urgency surrounding the CERD. 80 Following the Holocaust, Israel pushed
vocally for racial and religious tolerance. South African apartheid was also a focal point for the
evils of extreme racial discrimination. But the decolonization movement itself provided the
necessary condition for accelerating and strengthening international commitments to
nondiscrimination based on race. It rapidly transformed the UN’s composition, and the leadership
of an Afro-Asian coalition spearheaded by Ghana, the Philippines, and others united the newly
independent states. 81 In the Cold War context, decolonization also provoked the major powers to
engage.
This global political context made possible consideration of binding legal obligations
forbidding discrimination based on race. The CERD draft developed alongside the ICCPR and
ICESCR, and as the first of the three to enter into force provided the model for implementation
that would be replicated with only minor variations in subsequent agreements: a triad of
petitioning, state-to-state complaints, and self-reporting to a treaty body. The first of these was
optional and voluntary, as in every treaty to come. The second, while obligatory under CERD, is
optional for all subsequent treaties and altogether absent from CEDAW. Moreover, it has scarcely
been used. The third provided the minimum floor for treaty implementation. As the most broadly
used component of the triad—and because of the institutional path dependence initiated by
CERD—it is worth excavating the logics and interests expressed at its creation.
Debates over the CERD text reveal a keen sense of the limits of law alone to ensure
compliance with international human rights obligations. Treaty drafters did not see public
production of information as an alternative for international rule of law but as a complement.
Delegates realized that racial attitudes were stubborn and would require treaty law, education,
information, and supportive media and courts. 82 Self-reporting was considered a potentially
powerful way to develop state capacity to prevent and punish racial discrimination. Some of the
most powerful delegations were interested in pushing toward “fact-finding and reporting
machinery…of the United Nations” so that members could be “helped to build up national
institutions and national laws to give practical meaning to the principles endorsed by the draft
Declaration.” 83
But what should CERD reporting obligations look like? Three models were debated. 84 In
one, states would report in the context of quasi-judicial or conciliatory processes. In a second,
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reports would originate from civil society alleging treaty violations. 85 In a third, states would report
regularly on their own implementation, 86 with Costa Rica drafting an amendment additionally
inviting what are referred to today as civil society shadow reports. 87 Each mechanism had
recognized weaknesses. State-based procedures were subject to politics, and their “effectiveness
suffered accordingly.” 88 Critics argued that ad hoc individual complaints would not assure
legislative implementation. 89 States reluctant to empower private actors in an international treaty
criticized civil society initiation as unproductive. 90 Periodic state reports were considered “useful
but … not enough, since they did not allow for intervention at the time when a violation took
place.” 91
Self-reporting was an important supplement to other measures and commonly mentioned
as “the bare minimum” 92 for implementing a serious human rights agreement. At least one state
(Jamaica) emphasized the value of examination, review, and evaluation attendant to the obligation
to report. 93 Ultimately, all three approaches were adopted in CERD: conciliation procedures were
established, 94 periodic reporting was required by states, 95 and complaints by private individuals
were permitted. 96 Despite concerns about redundancy associated with reporting for each individual
treaty, 97 the three major multilateral human rights treaties of the 1960s—CERD, ICCPR, and
ICESCR—each developed their own fairly similar implementation committees and reporting
regimes. 98
After a lull in human rights codification, the international community turned to women’s
rights. Early treaties dealing with women’s rights had practically no implementation provisions.99
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But by early 1967, the UN Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) began drafting a
nonbinding Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, which was adopted
by the General Assembly in November of that year. 100 ECOSOC and CSW worked on strategies
for implementing the declaration over the next several years. In the hortatory tradition described
earlier, one tactic was to ask states to submit voluntary reports on their implementation efforts, but
this request elicited little cooperation. 101 By the mid-1970s, the CSW began working on a
comprehensive and legally binding instrument, soliciting comments of governments and
specialized agencies.
Self-reporting requirements were a central part of the discussions of the Working Group
that drafted CEDAW. Although an early Soviet draft did not contain a reporting requirement,
directing only that ECOSOC consider implementation periodically, 102 initial discussions revealed
a willingness to include one, with most states considering the ILO, CERD, or ICCPR to be
appropriate models. 103 The Netherlands called for civil society participation, “granting these
organizations… a role in channelling [sic] wishes and complaints towards an international forum,”
such as the CSW.104 Canada suggested that all reporting go through the CSW to avoid “conflict in
implementation procedures” across treaties. 105 Several countries anticipated the modern critique
of reporting overlap, and called for simplification. 106 Women’s groups were strongly behind
reporting; in fact the draft article on state reporting was the only provision mentioned explicitly in
a crucial 1976 statement by a broad coalition of women’s NGOs sent to the Working Group. 107 In
the end, Egypt, Nigeria, and Zaire’s proposal to use language almost identical to that contained in
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the CERD was accepted. 108 A series of working groups finalized the agreement in 1979, and the
CEDAW—with Article 18 describing the obligation to report on implementation—opened for
signature the next year.
Current Practice and Recent Reforms
Today, each of the nine core international human rights conventions establishes an
independent treaty body to monitor implementation. 109 These committees are comprised of ten to
twenty-three independent experts nominated and elected by states parties for fixed, renewable
terms of four years. By virtue of treaty ratification, states must submit periodic reports to each
committee—ranging from every two to every five years—on the legislative, judicial,
administrative, or other measures adopted to give effect to human rights obligations. 110 Periodic
reporting has thus become an aspect of procedural compliance with a government’s treaty
obligations. 111 Niger submitted the first ever state report to the Committee on the Elimination of
Racial Discrimination in January 1970. By 2017, the committees for the nine core treaties had
received on average 129 state reports each year. 112
The treaty bodies largely employ the same general framework in examining reports. While
not required, committees invite government delegations to Geneva to participate in an in-person
consideration of the report. 113 A team of government officials appears before the treaty body for
two or three three-hour discussions. Each review begins with the state’s introductory statement
followed by committee acknowledgement of the state’s implementation progress. Rapporteurs are
ECOSOC, Working Group on a New Instrument or Instruments of International law to Eliminate Discrimination
against Women, Nigeria and Zaire: Draft proposals concerning the measures of implementation of the draft
convention, UN Doc. E/CN.6/AC.1/L.5 (Jan. 9, 1974).
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assigned to each country to provide a comprehensive overview of missing information, identify
discrepancies between domestic and treaty law, point to previous recommendations on which they
saw no progress, and request follow-up information on these recommendations. 114 Questions by
other committee members follow. Sometimes state representatives answer on the spot; other times
the government commits to follow up in writing. Committee members use this interaction to
expound on what is normatively appropriate under the treaty. This so-called “constructive
dialogue” provides an opportunity for mutual engagement, acknowledgment of progress made,
and identification of areas for improvement. 115
Initially, the treaty bodies did not provide any collective assessment following their review.
In 1980, the Human Rights Committee (ICCPR’s treaty body) extensively debated whether or how
it should express comments on state reports. Most committee members favored committee reports,
“conducted in such a way as not to turn the reporting procedure into contentious or inquisitory
proceedings, but rather to provide valuable assistance to the State party concerned in the better
implementation of the provisions of the Covenant.” 116 However, a minority supported the German
Democratic Republic’s view that the committee’s primary function was not to “interfere … in the
internal affairs of States parties,” but instead to merely include within its annual reports general
comments addressed to all states parties. 117 A Soviet-coordinated bloc of members thus prevented
treaty bodies from being able to pass judgment on the human rights situations in states throughout
the 1980s. 118 This changed in the 1990s with the end of the Cold War. Now all committees publish
some form of “concluding observations” containing recommendations for specific reforms a
government should undertake to address implementation shortcomings. 119 Most commentators
agree that these recommendations are not legally binding, 120 but all state reports and committee
observations are made public 121 and sometimes cited by domestic and regional courts, 122 arguably
raising the political stakes of ignoring them.
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These basic elements have remained essentially unchanged, although a few reforms have
been introduced to help strengthen the treaty-body system. The creation of the Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) in 1993 was transformatory. 123 Before its creation,
there was almost no capacity for human rights training 124 or strategic thinking on reform. 125 Far
from just another example of an inflated UN bureaucracy, its establishment was a game changer
that greatly improved the international community’s capacity to make state reporting meaningful.
First, the OHCHR harmonized reporting guidelines across treaties, at the request of the
General Assembly. 126 These include guidelines on a “common core document,” which provides
background information, the general framework for the protection and promotion of human rights,
and information on effective remedies. States need submit only one common core document to all
treaty bodies, updating as necessary. This reduces reporting redundancy and encourages states to
report periodically on treaty-specific information. The guidelines also limit the length of periodic
reports.
Second, to improve the quality of the constructive dialogue, some committees began giving
states a set of questions in advance of their report’s review. They further expanded on this practice
by making available a simplified procedure employing a “List of Issues Prior to Reporting”
(LOIPR). 127 The state party’s replies to the LOIPR constitute its report for that treaty. In 2014, the
General Assembly adopted a resolution that encouraged use of this simplified procedure across all
treaty bodies. 128 It has since become standard practice to focus on these priorities, and the chairs
of the treaty bodies with the assistance of the OHCHR Secretariat have made efforts to further
harmonize their simplified procedure working methods in light of the 2020 treaty body review. 129
This includes recently agreeing to coordinate each treaty’s list of issues for a given country, to
reduce unnecessary overlap.
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Third, the OHCHR invested in developing state capacities. 130 In 2015, the OHCHR
enhanced regional training and workshops on state reporting, and developed a Practical Guide for
reporting and follow-up in 2016. 131 The OHCHR also encouraged the establishment of dedicated
national mechanisms to coordinate reporting and follow-up across national institutions and civil
society. 132
Finally, the OHCHR took a leading role in supporting engagement with the periodic review
process by a range of stakeholders. It works closely with national human rights institutions
(NHRIs) to support their interaction with the treaty bodies and civil society organizations. 133 A
number of NHRIs now hold national consultations on report preparation or otherwise provide input
to the state report; several submit alternative reports and/or provide oral briefings to the treaty
bodies, either prior to drafting the list of issues or during the constructive dialogue. 134 The OHCHR
also encourages civil society participation by providing treaty-specific guidelines for submitting
shadow reports and attending sessions. 135
Assessments of Self-Reporting
How effective has this system of self-reporting been over the past half century? Although
positive assessments are hard to find, a few authors note that self-reporting can, under some
circumstances, have positive effects. Sally Engle Merry finds in her study of gender violence that
NGOs have used the CEDAW Committee’s concluding remarks to pressure governments to
protect women from violence. 136 Xinyuan Dai reports positively on the informational role that
independent NGOs play in the monitoring process. 137 A study by C.H. Heyns and Frans Viljoen
mentions several committee observations and recommendations that have been flagrantly ignored,
but lists others that have been heeded, such as the release of prisoners in Egypt, the disbanding of
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armed civilian groups in Colombia, and attention to minority cultural rights in Estonia. 138 Positive
accounts typically stress that the influence of this process is diffuse and indirect, with the media,
NGOs, domestic actors, and other governments using the committees’ concluding observations to
pressure governments for change. 139
Much more common are criticisms of the system as inadequate, ineffective, and even “in
crisis.” 140 Many governments fail to report altogether. 141 Reports vary considerably across
countries and over time in their structure and quality. 142 Some commentators suggest that reporting
varies by treaty as well: it may be easier to engage with obligations under CEDAW and CRC rather
than on torture and civil rights. 143 States often provide inconsistent and meaningless data in their
reports, making it hard to assess implementation. 144 Quality reporting requires expertise in and
familiarity with the treaty and the reporting process, which many states apparently lack. And of
course, capacity is not the only issue. Some states simply refuse to render self-critical reports, 145
and even resource-rich democratic states do not always do what experts tell them they to. 146
Government commitment and state capacity both tend to contribute to compliance with
reporting requirements. GDP per capita is strongly associated with the likelihood of reporting,
suggesting that wealthier states are better able to bear the costs of compiling legislation, collecting
data, and studying outcomes. For some treaties (such as CAT and CRC) bureaucratic capacity in
the form of an NHRI also correlates with report submission as well as reporting quality. 147 For
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many states, NHRIs constitute the institutional capacity needed to provide factual knowledge of,
expertise in, and familiarity with the treaty regime and reporting process. 148 Two other factors also
correlate with better reporting: legal commitment (widespread human rights treaty ratification) and
regional reporting norms (the higher the density of reporting states in a region, the more likely a
given state from that same region is to turn in a report, suggestive of patterns of regional
socialization). States with the resources and a broad legal commitment to international human
rights treaties are much more likely to turn in their reports than are poor states and spotty ratifiers.
It is, however, not the case that nondemocratic countries or states with poor human rights records
systematically avoid reporting. 149
Much of the criticism leveled at the self-reporting process focuses on the oversight
machinery itself. 150 Bias and politicization of the process is a common concern especially since
research revealed that by 2000, almost half of the elected treaty-body members had been
government employees. 151 It is easy to find disparaging accounts of some committee members’
commitment to the task at hand, 152 and the inefficient use of time allotted for constructive dialogue
on ritualistic commentary and superficial questioning. 153 Cultural insensitivity further reduces
genuine dialogue and leads to formalistic recommendations that many states are unlikely to take
up. 154 In addition, some governments complain the treaty bodies have overreached, assuming
“additional responsibilities not envisaged in the … treaties.” 155
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The oversight machinery is severely under-resourced, leading to a host of inadequacies.
Committee members are not paid and often necessarily employed by governments or other
institutions with the potential to compromise independence. They are swamped with work and
sometimes take more than a year to respond to state reports. 156 Despite this, the General Assembly
adopted budget cuts over the past two years that significantly impacted the treaty body system,
which is now facing a serious financial crisis and even the possibility of cancelled meetings in
order to cut costs. 157 The capacity to follow up in practice on their recommendations is also
severely limited. 158 While the OHCHR Secretariat and treaty body chairs have recently made
efforts to harmonize and strengthen the follow-up procedure for urgent recommendations, the CRC
Committee has discontinued follow-up due to resource constraints. 159 Repeatedly, the individual
committees miss opportunities to work across institutions, for example, when economic, social,
and cultural rights are violated during periods of transitional justice. 160
Once concluding observations are rendered, there is little consensus on their impact.
Several studies discuss their influence, but it is hard to tell whether the glass is half empty or half
full, what criteria authors use to determine effectiveness, and whether the committees’
observations play any causal role. 161 Most literature on the treaty bodies is descriptive, and while
many observers move readily from description to critique and policy recommendations, 162 it is
difficult to infer what contribution the process has made to rights on the ground. Critics assert that
those most affected by treaty violations are not all aware of the periodic review process. HafnerBurton summarizes an informal (and untested) consensus among commentators that “the reports
often don’t seem to lead to results that matter.” 163
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Despite these critical assessments of the efficacy of the reporting process, recent crossnational studies have found a correlation between reporting and better rights outcomes. 164 How
might this be explained? The next Part theorizes the mechanisms through which self-reporting
might lead to improvements.
III. MECHANISMS FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IMPROVEMENT
“Self-reporting” is a much more complex system than the name implies. It is not
synonymous with whitewashed documents that receive brief acknowledgement in Geneva and then
never see the light of day. Every step of this process creates opportunities for impact (and
potentially backlash). Reviewing laws and collecting new data involve activating a domestic
bureaucracy. Actors who otherwise might not have the chance to form coalitions, alter the policy
agenda, or provide different versions of the state of treaty implementation are at least minimally
empowered. It also offers external experts an opportunity to teach about international obligations,
produce actionable recommendations, and learn about constraints experienced and resistance
encountered. While it is not a panacea for human rights protections, self-reporting is an opportunity
to persuade, learn, build capacity, mobilize politically, and contribute to transnational law
development. It is a crucial part of a broader system of human rights accountability.
Global correlations linking participation in the report-and-review process with rights
improvements exist, notably for CEDAW and CAT. 165 But a theoretical account of the
mechanisms underpinning these correlations is needed. Where feasible, we present global evidence
to demonstrate the plausibility of these mechanisms for four treaty regimes: ICCPR, CEDAW,
CAT, and CRC.
We limit our focus to these four treaties for a number of reasons. These represent some of
the most important core multilateral human rights treaties, covering a broad range of universal as
well as group-specific rights. Yet they also vary in ways that permit examination of the process of
self-reporting in distinct contexts. Each entered into force at different historical moments but have
been in existence long enough for significant state reporting histories to accumulate. In particular,
the ICCPR—one of the conventions comprising the “international bill of rights”—enables
evaluation of the reporting process over four decades and a broad range of rights. The other three
represent “single issue” conventions situated within a broader regime organized around their
respective issues that often stimulates specialized interest group attention. 166 The CAT covers
protections that touch on issues tied to national security and crime control (i.e., prisons and
policing) and thus represents a hard case for the process of self-reporting to influence
policymakers. The CEDAW also represents a hard case in that it touches on culturally sensitive
issues, but has a somewhat unique institutional history with a dedicated bureaucracy—now UN
Women, the Secretariat of the Commission on the Status of Women—and active involvement by
organized women’s rights NGOs. It is also the second most widely ratified international human
rights instrument, behind the CRC, which is ratified by every member of the United Nations save
164
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the United States. Like CEDAW, the CRC also touches on sensitive public-private sphere issues
and mobilizes highly organized children’s rights NGOs.
Given the data demands to make a persuasive case, the analysis is limited temporally, with
a cut-off date of December 2011 for CAT and December 2014 for ICCPR, CEDAW, and CRC
(see Online Appendix A for a description of the data collection process, coverage, and coding
procedure). This precludes discussion of the self-reporting process in light of recent critiques of
the treaty body system and its budgetary crisis, but we offer thoughts on implications of the
findings for the current political moment in the conclusion.
Since self-reporting processes are complex and contextual, at times we limit the empirical
focus to one region—Latin America. There are both practical and theoretical reasons for this
choice. In practical terms, states in this region have in fact ratified the relevant conventions. Many
were early parties, and have committed to multiple agreements, constituting a rich source of data.
This contrasts with other regions of the world, notably Asia and the Middle East, where states have
been somewhat more hesitant to ratify, or have tended to do so with very broad reservations. While
the latter does not preclude inclusion, ratification is a necessary condition for investigating the
power of the report-and-review process, since to our knowledge no implementation committee has
reviewed a report from a state not party to the relevant convention. Latin America is also
linguistically accessible, which allows for a deeper and more consistent examination of the
mechanisms of persuasion, learning, domestic mobilization and law development than would a
sampling of more countries with higher linguistic barriers. Tradeoffs are unavoidable; we have
chosen to probe more deeply within a limited set of documents rather than attempt a broader but
more superficial treatment.
Latin America is also a theoretically appropriate sample for a number of reasons. Human
rights violations have historically been a serious issue in Latin America and reporting to the treaty
bodies has varied across countries, by treaty, and over time. This is by no means an “easy” region
for demonstrating the plausible influence of self-reporting processes on outcomes. Nevertheless,
the conditions for such influence seem present: in this region, there is at least a modicum of elite
acceptance of and integration into international legal institutions. With relatively democratic
institutions, active civil society, and (to varying degrees) meaningful press freedom, states across
Latin America are plausible candidates to investigate the potential impact of the periodic review
process.
Elite Socialization
Socialization is the process through which people adopt the norms, values, attitudes, and
behaviors that a group accepts and practices. It involves cognitive elements (persuasion that
changes actors’ mind about facts, values, or norms) and social influences (akin to peer pressure
associated with social acceptance, such as praise, opprobrium, and other intangible rewards and
punishments). 167 In the context of periodic review, elite socialization refers to the process through
which officials participating in the preparation, presentation, discussion, and follow-up associated
with reporting come to understand what the international community (represented by committee
167
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experts) means by implementation of and compliance with treaty obligations. Socialization
suggests that government officials seek to gain this community’s acceptance and respect by
demonstrating pro-social behaviors in words and actions. As such—and in contrast to learning,
discussed below—socialization is an inherently intersubjective process. It depends on the
interaction of the individual and the group, and denotes the process through which the former
comes to adopt the norms and values of the latter.
Socialization theory assumes that elites are open to persuasion and/or peer pressure to
conform to international standards. This seems plausible in the treaty-monitoring context.
Participating in the constructive dialogue is consent-based, suggesting that no participant has a
serious issue with the treaty body’s authority to undertake its review. States parties elect committee
members purported to be independent experts of high moral character, which psychological studies
find are viewed as more credible and under many circumstances more persuasive than nonexperts. 168 The perceived authoritativeness may thus imbue expert committees with normative
power to persuade. 169 Social psychology research also suggests that persuasive attempts are more
likely to be effective when conveyed in person rather than virtually or at a distance. 170 As an inperson and iterative process, then, government officials participating in periodic review are likely
to find themselves in regular conversation with the committees, reinforcing socialization efforts
and effects. At the very least, reporting generates discussion about treaty obligations’ meaning—
an integral part of the compliance process. 171
Criticism, disapproval, and even moderate shaming are also integral to socialization. These
social cues alter the costs associated with disapproved behaviors. 172 Socialization theories
emphasize that such costs may be social-psychological, involving a desire for group acceptance.
The treaty bodies aim to avoid overt “naming and shaming” approaches in favor of tempered
disapproval and constructive dialogue. 173 Felice Gaer (who currently sits on the Committee against
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Torture) notes the advantages of a “dialogue” over a “confrontation” and that dialogue has had a
better outcome than the more confrontational approach of the former Human Rights
Commission.174 To be sure, treaty bodies are clear about areas where states fall short and have
failed to make progress. Such clarity furthers “[t]he very process of identifying, describing, and
controlling human rights practices [which] helps the diffusion of the human rights discourse
through global and local levels.” 175 Committee reviews are made public, which suggests they not
only diffuse compliance norms, but potentially influence officials’ reputations as well. 176
Participation—even if it initially involves rote adoption of superficial “scripts of modernity”—
exposes governments to expectations that make them more susceptible to broader acculturation
pressures for implementation and compliance. 177
Are government officials socialized to the reporting process and to international human
rights norms more generally? Evidence can be found in the communicative process, in the form of
(1) committee language consistent with socialization (praise and opprobrium in service of clear
implementation standards), and (2) target engagement suggestive of increasing government
understanding of the rules, norms, and purposes of reporting. The first implies that the committees
communicate in a way that is plausibly persuasive; the second implies that the reporter
communicates back: “I get it.” Empirically, we look for persuasive tone and language from the
committee and higher-quality, more thorough, and responsive reports from the states over time.
Committees’ Communicative Choices: Preparing the Conditions for Socialization
Research on social persuasion suggests that language matters, and that persuasive
communication must walk a fine line between normative clarity on the one hand and threatening
or condescending language on the other. 178 Cultivating trust also has a significant impact on the
prospects for persuasion. 179 While we do not have irrefutable causal proof that elite participants
have in fact become socialized by the periodic review process, we do demonstrate that the periodic
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review process displays theoretically necessary preconditions for socialization to occur and that
the process itself is conducive to that end.
If committees are communicating in order to socialize, we would expect them to frame
comments using respectful language, in order to elicit genuine consideration of their suggestions.
To maximize the possibilities for persuasion, we should see committee members keeping
discussions professional, as research consistently shows that perceived expertise is positively
associated with persuasion. 180 We would further expect that committee language stresses
normative clarity, and evince both back-patting and mild forms of criticism. To find evidence of
socialization efforts, we examined committees’ communicative choices in detail for five Latin
American states’ report-and-review histories across the four core treaties on which this article
focuses: Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Uruguay for the ICCPR, CEDAW, CAT, and
CRC.
In the early years of the treaty-body system, committee members used formal, diplomatic,
and often deferential language, particularly for obligations that implicate national security or core
societal norms or values. For example, the Human Rights Committee during the Cold War was
rarely explicitly critical. It was not “uncommon for certain states, regardless of their human rights
record, to be treated with ‘kid gloves.’” 181 Members typically first elaborated on the scope and
interpretation of specific covenant provisions (cuing their expertise) and then requested further
clarification about legislation to indirectly highlight where there might be inconsistencies with
ICCPR provisions (mild shaming). 182 The committee’s deft requests in 1980 for clarification of
Colombia’s law and practices prior to cautiously worded suggestions provide one example. 183
There were of course exceptions, even in the early years, particularly for Latin American countries
with military regimes or states of emergency. Stressing normative clarity, committee members
could be quite blunt when they thought there was a significant gap between a state’s laws and
international norms. 184
The diplomatic and indirect approach began to shift in the late 1980s, with committee
members much more willing to identify inconsistencies between domestic law and treaty
obligations. Over the 1990s, members increasingly drew attention to insufficient legal
implementation. For instance, the country rapporteur for Uruguay’s second review by the
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Committee against Torture explicitly stated that the Penal Code’s two-year sentence for abuse of
authority was “insufficient” in light of Article 2 of the convention. 185 Another member noted an
additional “contradiction” between the Penal Code’s inclusion of a due obedience defense and
convention obligations and asked the delegation to “express its views on that contradiction.” 186
Members were sometimes loath to explicitly identify violations in practice, but a few began to do
so, often avoiding direct accusations by drawing attention to alleged incidents of non-compliance
from NGO or U.S. State Department accounts and asking the representative to comment on them.
Allegations of torture incidents in Argentina followed this pattern, 187 followed by solicitous backpatting for the country’s commitment to preventing torture and improvements in other areas. 188
This is evidence of the committees’ effort to influence behavior through balanced concern and
praise, while articulating what counts as compliance with the treaties’ obligations. Prompting
government agents to reflect and comment on implementation shortcomings represents a practice
of “cuing,” a central tactic of persuasion. 189
During the late 1990s and early 2000s, a few committees grew increasingly
confrontational, adopting tones that belied the notion of dialogue or persuasion. Confrontation
tempered somewhat by the early 2010s, when the character of committee dialogues became less
accusatory and much more technical. States predominantly provided objective descriptions of
laws, policies, and practices, and committee members underscored their expertise with nearly
clinical assessments of (in)compatibility with treaty provisions, followed by detailed questions to
point to shortcomings or to clarify the situation. Committee members frequently draw from reports
by NGOs, the U.S. State Department, special procedures, regional human rights mechanisms, and
other treaty bodies’ concluding observations to flag discrepancies with the state’s report and
request clarification or comment. 190
Consistent with socialization theory, members telegraph their meaning using cooperative
and problem-solving language, sometimes following up critical assessments (mild shaming) with
assurances that we are here to help (identification and back-patting), and offering new or
alternative approaches to address recognized shortcomings. 191 During Chile’s most recent
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CEDAW review, Patricia Schultz (Switzerland) commended the creation of the Technical
Secretariat for Gender Equality and Non-Discrimination before noting that “action currently being
taken to guarantee equal access to justice and protection against gender stereotyping remained
either insufficient or insufficiently timely,” and suggesting that the Committee’s General
Comment No. 3 “could provide useful guidance for addressing that situation.” 192 A CAT
Committee member expressed alarm at the large number of individuals in pre-trial detention in
Colombia, stressing that the problem needed to be addressed “urgently and imaginatively,”
employing alternatives to detention such as electronic bracelets and community service. 193 In
discussing Mexico’s new legislative efforts on detention registers, another CAT Committee
member suggested that legislation include “robust mechanisms, such as the use of video recordings
and Global Positioning System (GPS) equipment, to guard against the falsification of
information.” 194
The normative strategy remains central: the word “should” appears frequently both during
the dialogue and within the concluding observations. To be sure, questioning remains demanding
and occasionally sharply critical. For example, Olivier de Frouville (France) began the second
session of Colombia’s most recent review before the Human Rights Committee by noting that “the
vagueness and evasiveness of the [delegation’s] replies…were making it difficult to engage in a
truly constructive dialogue” and that the information provided by the government “shed relatively
little light on the state of implementation of the Covenant on the ground.” 195 A CAT Committee
member characterized Argentina’s recent proposed amendments to its criminal sentence
enforcement legislation as making “a mockery of the notion, enshrined in the Constitution, that
serving a sentence was a form of rehabilitation.” 196 Overall, however, there appears to have been
a clear shift to less politicized language by the 2010s, in line with many theories of persuasive
communication. Of course there is room for improvement: a number of government comments in
the context of the 2020 treaty body review note that the current process seems more like a “‘oneway dialogue’ that resembled an appearance before a court” 197 than a dialogue, leading to a
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“frustrated feeling of not having been heard.” 198 Such experiences may hamper elite socialization,
a point to which we return in the conclusion.
Socialization in Practice: Taking Reporting Seriously?
Have states become socialized to take their procedural obligations under treaties seriously?
Treaty bodies have publicly set a normative expectation that governments submit timely,
responsive, and transparent reports. Committees repeatedly and vigorously praise quality reports
and express disappointment at delayed submissions or reports that fail to conform to guidelines. 199
This is how social norms are created and transmitted.
To find out whether states have become socialized into these reporting expectations, we
read all state reports (not just those for Latin America) submitted under four core human rights
treaties—ICCPR, CEDAW, CAT, and CRC. Each was assigned a Quality Score, based on the
states party’s willingness to recognize shortcomings in implementation or compliance and to
outline specific measures or efforts to address them (see Online Appendix A for the coding
procedure). Figure 1 shows the average quality scores for reports submitted under each treaty over
time. Improvements in report quality vary across countries and treaties. The earliest reports were
not forthcoming in acknowledging shortcomings, but with the partial exception of CRC and
ICCPR reports in more recent years, they systematically improved in candor and transparency over
time.
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Figure 1. Average report quality scores across four core human rights treaties. Average quality
scores assigned to all reports in a given year as a proportion of the total score a report could receive
(0-1). We have report quality scores for only limited, and sometimes non-overlapping, years for
each treaty: ICCPR (1977-2014); CEDAW (1982-2014); CAT (1988-2011); and CRC (19922014). See Online Appendix A for details on the coding instrument and procedure.
Elite socialization also implies that governments become increasingly responsive to
committee concerns. To evaluate this expectation, we assigned all reports (except initial reports)
submitted under the same four core human rights treaties a Responsiveness Score, based on how
well the report engages with each committee’s previous concluding observations (see Online
Appendix A for the coding procedure). Figure 2 shows state reports have become more responsive
to committee recommendations and concerns over time, though ICCPR reports tend to be
relatively less so than those under the other three treaties. This shift was reinforced in the 2010s
by the institutional reform of moving to the simplified reporting procedure. 200 Steady
improvements in responsiveness provide indirect evidence that elite socialization to international
norms is at work.
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Figure 2. Average report responsiveness scores across four core human rights treaties Figure
indicates the average responsiveness scores assigned to all subsequent reports in a given year as a
proportion of the total score a report could receive (0-1). Note that we only have report
responsiveness scores for limited, and sometimes non-overlapping, years for each treaty: ICCPR
(1978-2014); CEDAW (1991-2014); CAT (1992-2011); CRC (1997-2014). See Online Appendix
A for details on the coding instrument and procedure.
Finally, we expect governments to genuinely deliberate during the constructive dialogue.
Evidence points to language of both deliberative engagement as well as resistance during these
reviews. Examples of genuine engagement include Uruguay’s explicit recognition that it needed
to align its legal system with the CAT and its openness to the committee’s recommendations for
how to do so. 201 Similarly, Argentina told the Committee against Torture that it considered its
definition of torture “sufficiently broad to cover the requirements of the Convention” but that
“it remained open to suggestions from the Committee in that regard.” 202 Before the Committee on
the Rights of the Child, an Argentine delegation “did not deny that…domestic legislation ran
counter to some of the recommendations set forth by the Committee,” then reminded the
committee of recent developments in case law. 203 Mexico accepted a CEDAW committee
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member’s observation that a discriminatory culture in the government remained a primary obstacle
to gender equality in politics, and committed to develop programs to help promote women at all
levels of government. 204 More recently, the Mexican delegation acknowledged the same
committee’s concern that “much remained to be done to improve conditions for women in
detention.” 205
Clearly, states resist as well, particularly regarding matters that touch on national security
or core societal norms and values. An Argentine representative resisted a suggestion to review the
government’s criminalization of abortion. 206 Chilean representatives were particularly defensive
during the military government’s first review by the Human Rights Committee, noting that “some
members of the Committee had made highly politicized statements which had been repeated many
times in other forums.” 207 Such a statement demonstrates the limits of politicized shaming in this
setting; the committees themselves have returned to more professionalized assessments.
We can draw several conclusions from this exploration of the reporting process. First, it is
a process in which elite socialization—the gradual adoption of the norms, values, attitudes, and
behaviors accepted and practiced by a group—is possible. 208 Since confrontation and harsh
excoriation are likely to lead to backlash, treaty bodies are careful to maintain a respectful posture
toward states parties, often using diplomatic and increasingly technical language. Problem-solving
language is common, suggesting an effort to cultivate a cooperative relationship while inculcating
international procedural and substantive norms. Second, the quality and responsiveness of state
reports constitutes evidence that (some) states are becoming socialized into international norms of
accountability.
Learning and Capacity Building
Learning Best Practices
The report-and-review process is a dialogue—not an exam and certainly not a trial. 209 It is
an opportunity for states to learn about best implementation practices or more efficient methods to
improve treaty outcomes. When review and dialogue accompany self-reporting, opportunities arise
for state and international elites to “learn more about one another’s position and perspectives,
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desires and constraints.” 210 Learning exactly how to implement one’s treaty obligations is a highly
plausible explanation for the correlation between cumulative reporting activity and rights
improvements.
Implementing accepted norms—discussed above in the context of socialization—requires
knowledge. Even if we all affirm that torture is “bad,” people of goodwill might not know how to
keep it from happening. Even if we all agree that child labor is deplorable and not in a child’s
immediate interest or the long-run interest of a society, how to reduce it when families need the
extra income is not altogether clear. Fair trials may be widely embraced in principle, but how to
better ensure them in practice (and often with limited resources) is not so obvious. This sort of
learning is often factual and experiential, drawing heavily on a logic of consequences (“what
works”).
In this sense, self-reporting and review under human rights treaties resemble a type of
global experimentalist governance, which frames global issues in a rather open-ended way: how
can women’s rights be strengthened? What forms of police training have the best shot at reducing
torture in detention centers? The dialogue attempts to solve such problems in light of locally
generated knowledge, thereby contributing to localized efforts to improve capacity and
compliance.
Information has a major impact on political and policy behavior. 211 Learning from other
states’ experiences or from international organizations plays a central role in domestic regulatory
practice 212 as well as the diffusion of some social and economic policies globally. 213 Learning is
voluntary, purposive, and involves seeking out information to help solve a problem based on an
improved understanding of policies that lead to better outcomes. 214 Multilateral reporting regimes
often engender transnational networks involved in common implementation and compliance
problems. 215 In this sense, self-reporting is less a mea culpa and more a part of what Charles F.
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Sabel and others call “global experimental governance,” itself a response to conditions of
ignorance and uncertainty. 216
Both governments and the treaty bodies themselves can be expected to learn from the
report-and-review process. 217 The treaty bodies draw on collective experiences and information
from many sources to expand knowledge and information available to governments and publics. 218
As early as 1953, the United States proposed that the goal of periodic review should be to “allow
countries to draw inspiration and guidance from the experiences of other countries when trying to
solve their own problems.” 219 States gain advice about modes of implementation not previously
known or considered. Learning is a shorter-term mechanism than elite socialization, though
similarly iterative. As Abram Chayes and Antonia Handler Chayes argue, learning processes are
central to eliciting treaty compliance and effectiveness. 220 Iterative reporting builds on learning
opportunities to improve policies and practices over time. 221 Both the reporting states and the
oversight committees learn. 222 Indeed, treaty bodies explicitly intend to convey the experience they
have acquired in their examination of other reports. 223
Records of the review process provide clear evidence that teaching and learning is a prime
goal of the committee members. The constructive dialogues and concluding observations are
replete with suggestions found to be effective elsewhere. Reviews of Latin American countries
demonstrate that peer experience is central. For example, during Chile’s first review before the
Human Rights Committee, Christian Tomuschat (Federal Republic of Germany) noted that
“[e]xperience from other countries showed that workers had to be organized at the national level
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if they were to be successful in defending their interests.” 224 In reviewing Chile’s most recent
report before the CEDAW Committee, Marion Bethel (the Bahamas) suggested the government
might consider prosecuting human traffickers under anti-money-laundering laws, noting that the
“Argentinian authorities had recently begun to move in that direction.” 225 Learning best practices
is similarly a goal for a number of governments who view the self-reporting process as an
opportunity to “help strengthen domestic implementation by identifying areas of good practice” 226
and to “shar[e] best practice examples.” 227
The committees’ highly visible General Comments further reinforce learning and sharing
of best practices. 228 In fact, this is their intended purpose. 229 General Comments are used to “share
best practices with states parties, identify barriers to the enjoyment of Covenant rights, and to
provide information on how rights violations may be prevented.” 230 For example, the Human
Rights Committee’s General Comment on freedoms of opinion and expression drew from over
one hundred concluding observations and individual communications to elaborate legislative
models for treaty implementation. 231
This article does not offer direct proof that participants have learned specific best practices
from interacting with the treaty bodies. Learning—and especially self-regulated learning—is
difficult to measure, even in well-controlled settings with calibrated instruments designed to do
so. 232 Nothing approaching a rigorous study of bureaucratic learning has been accomplished in the
human rights literature. Rather, our focus is on whether the right conditions for learning are present
during the report and review process.
To investigate this question, we looked to the composition of government delegations sent
to Geneva—and specifically delegates’ connections with relevant domestic law-making and
implementing organs—as a feature likely to improve the chances of carrying lessons back home.
Latin American delegations to the treaty bodies were examined for the ICCPR, CEDAW, CAT,
224
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and CRC over the past decade. Governments typically send over a dozen officials with diverse
levels and types of expertise. A handful are permanent diplomats in Geneva who are unlikely to
return home with useful lessons on implementation. However, governments frequently send
individuals from ministries and agencies tasked with implementing specific treaty obligations. For
the CAT and ICCPR, representatives typically include both high-level officials and civil servants
working in human rights departments from a country’s Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Foreign
Relations, Ministry of Defense, and Ministry of the Interior. Delegations also often include
individuals from the judiciary, senators, police chiefs, and a country’s NHRI. For CEDAW,
delegations include many of the same types of officials, but are typically led by a high-level official
from a National Institute/Council of Women (Argentina and Mexico), the Ministry for Women
and Gender Equity, the National Service for Women and Gender Equity (Chile), or similar
institutions. Likewise, CRC delegations include policymakers and civil servants from agencies
that deal specifically with youth planning and rights of the child.
The conditions for learning—and particularly networked learning linked to domestic
institutions and groups—appear particularly ripe. Domestic bureaucracies, inter-governmental
agencies, and civil society organizations have been found to interact within international
institutions in complex ways, 233 and act as potential transmission belts of knowledge and
information flowing from the discussions with experts. This conception of networked learning sees
the reporting process as less of a do-as-you’re-told scolding than an opportunity to educate parties,
experts, and civil society about obligations and difficulties associated with treaty adherence.
Development of Capacity to Implement
Learning is not simply about acquiring information, but further involves the development
of legal, technical, and institutional capacities to take action. The self-reporting process prompts a
government to collect and share information it might not otherwise have gathered, thereby
promoting self-assessment capacity. 234 The capacity to conduct a self-assessment potentially
brings more critical eyes to the status quo,235 ultimately revealing previously unnoticed gaps in
rights protections. 236 Raised expectations that specific types of information should be produced
may generate pressure for more transparency about the state of treaty implementation.
State reports reveal some capacity development over time. In addition to the general
increase in quality and responsiveness we documented, governments have made greater effort to
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collect increasingly specific and disaggregated statistics relevant to treaty obligations. 237 Gathering
data is obviously only a first, but important, step. To confirm this, we coded every state report—
not just those for Latin America—submitted under the ICCPR, CAT, CEDAW, and CRC, for
whether or not they contain meaningful numerical data (Figure 3), by which we mean statistics
about outcomes relevant to treaty obligations.238 Longitudinal quantitative data are important
because they contribute to assessing a problem’s extent, improvement, and backsliding. In many
instances, bureaucracies were initially not reporting any statistical information relevant to
implementation, most noticeably for civil and political rights and the ban against torture.

Figure 3. Average report data scores across four core human rights treaties. Average data scores
assigned to all reports in a given year as a proportion of the total score a report could receive (01).
While there is some variance by year, the trend for reporting statistical information has
increased steadily. In 1990, fewer than 10 percent of reports to the Human Rights Committee
contained quantitative information. There is a clear upward trend between approximately 1995 and
2005, followed by variability in the past decade. Some data provision is nearly universal in
CEDAW and CRC reports. While we cannot speak to the accuracy of the information provided,
the trend may suggest a capacity to collect and organize comparable information. One advantage
for including data at all is that it can be systematically contested by civil society and other skeptics.
237
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It also has uses beyond treaty implementation. 239 Efforts to collect data are important for assessing
the breadth of a problem and the extent to which it is being addressed over time.
While it is appropriate to be skeptical of government-generated human rights data, national
data production is often not entirely unsupervised. The OHCHR has been central in assisting the
development of information-collection capacities. It trains officials to use its Human Rights
Indicators guide to collect data in areas from health, water, and sanitation to education and fair
trials. 240 The OHCHR treaty-body capacity-building program established in 2015 similarly
organizes training workshops that focus on treaty-body reporting and data collection
methodologies. 241 Learning and capacity development are thus plausible channels for the positive
correlations earlier research established between participating in self-reporting and rights
improvements.
Public Attention
Self-reporting is not secretive. It is an acknowledged treaty obligation with potential for
public participation and contestation. At least some negotiators intended self-reporting to move
discussions about human rights from the halls of Geneva to civil society, the media, and eventually
the state’s legislative chambers, national courts, and executive agencies. Implementation
committees also stress governments’ obligation to raise awareness about human rights and to
disseminate committee recommendations among the population at large. 242 Public attention to the
report-and-review process may be another key reason that self-reporting correlates with rights
improvements.
Publicity, Information, and Accountability
Many theories of compliance with international law rely implicitly on the availability of
information about government activities and legal obligations, particularly to domestic publics.
Information produced by international bodies informs domestic audiences about their
government’s (non-)compliance, allowing domestic constituencies to hold government officials
accountable. 243 Quantitative observational evidence, case studies, and experimental studies of
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public opinion all suggest that human rights treaties raise domestic groups’ expectations that they
can demand treaty compliance. 244
International conventions are central in generating and publicly disseminating both
normative and empirical information. Normatively, treaties are focal instruments for public
audiences in the sense that they are nearly universally ratified statements of the international
community’s values relating to human rights. Experimental evidence suggests that agreements
framed as the product of consensus are more likely to garner public support. 245 Even though
treaties are sometimes ratified cynically, 246 they do shape understandings of what is and is not
acceptable human rights behavior. Their formality further enhances their ability to influence the
public’s normative understandings and expectations. 247
The report-and-review exercise is an extended and visible revelation of what the treaty
requires. Through their concluding observations, committees inform the public about the
normative definition of human rights obligations, such as, for example, what torture is. 248 Selfreporting also reveals empirical information. It generates details on legislation, statistics on
prisoner abuses, infant mortality rates, school enrollment figures disaggregated by gender, and
employment and wage discrimination. Importantly, the reporting process elicits nongovernmental
sources of information from civil society, various UN agencies, and special rapporteurs.
Mobilizing Civil Society Organizations
By mobilizing and empowering groups within and outside of government, reporting can
have a catalytic effect in promoting internal policy reform. A number of states consult with nongovernmental organizations in the preparation of their periodic reports. Committees’ concluding
recommendations further provide domestic constituencies with information to evaluate their
state’s treaty compliance, focusing domestic pressure on the government to perform better. Even
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when states are less than forthright, their reports contain information nonstate actors can assess
and contest. 249 Examples abound, from Southeast Asia 250 to South Asia251 to Nigeria. 252
The process of reporting and responding has elicited significant public attention over time.
Civil society organizations (CSOs) are increasingly involved in the reporting process itself. Civil
society “shadow reports” are an effort to give voice to facts and views that may not be reflected in
the governments’ reports. They are publicly available and have been posted on the OHCHR’s
website reliably since around 2007 (2009 for the CRC). Figure 4 charts patterns in shadow reports
per state report for four core treaties over time, effectively measuring the intensification of
public—and increasingly domestic—scrutiny of states reports. 253
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Figure 4. Average shadow reporting per state report submission under five core human rights
treaties (all states).
NHRIs have weighed in since about 2011 as well. In some cases, there is a dramatic
increase in this form of public mobilization around the reporting process, especially for the ICCPR
and CEDAW, and a detectable increase for the CAT and CRC as well. If anything, Figure 4
understates the degree of civil society mobilization around the reporting process because many
reports are authored in the name of a broad coalition of local organizations. Notably,
implementation committees have begun to consider CSO reports even when states themselves fail
to report, underscoring the value of public engagement with implementation. As shadow reporting
indicates, domestic civil society mobilization around human rights reporting has intensified over
time, complementing earlier claims about domestic bureaucratic capacity building.
Many civil society reports expose serious violations. Domestic CSOs revealed abuses of
women in prisons at the hands of male prison staff to the CEDAW committee, an issue the
Argentine state report scarcely noted. 254 In the case of the CAT, Ecuador’s 2009 report spurred the
Joint CSO Submission, Women’s Human Rights: Argentine State Pending Debts, Alternative Report from CSOs
in Connection with the Submission of the Sixth Periodic Report of the States Parties (CEDAW/C/ARG/6) to the
Committee for the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination against Women, 46th Period of Sessions (2010), at
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CEDAW/Shared%20Documents/ARG/INT_CEDAW_NGO_ARG_46_7960_E.
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submission of a shadow report from the local Foundation for Integral Rehabilitation of Victims of
Violence, detailing ill-treatment in places of detention inconsistent with the government’s
account. 255 These inconsistencies were in turn echoed in the Committee against Torture’s
concluding observations. 256 Despite the central role civil society plays in the report-and-review
process, overreliance on often unverified information has also sparked criticism in the context of
the 2020 treaty body review, 257 with suggestions that the unbalanced use of shadow reports could
“create an ambience of mistrust between Treaty Bodies and Member States.” 258 Such overreliance
thus has the potential to undermine the effectiveness of socialization and learning mechanisms
discussed previously, given that trust likely influences information processing and persuasion. 259
Media Attention
Broader societal mobilization depends at least initially on publicly available information
that self-reporting has taken place and the issues on which it focused. This section does not prove
that media attention has always led to rights improvements, but it does show that conditions for
accountability have increased around the report and review process. Again, we look to Latin
America and two treaties (CEDAW and CAT) for evidence that the state-reporting process seeps
into local news sources. 260
Figure 5 summarizes the findings, demonstrating a spike in local press attention to the
review processes during the year of review (year 0) for the aggregate of all Latin American
countries searched. Moreover, media attention to the reporting process continues after the formal
review concludes. In the year following review, the press continues to report on treaty
implementation and committee recommendations, compared with the years prior to review. For
both the CEDAW and the CAT, the results peak as expected, most strongly for Mexico, but stories
in the Venezuelan and Chilean press are also strongly clustered as expected for the CEDAW.
Colombia and Argentina press coverage is similarly strong for the CAT review process. Careful
content analysis of these articles suggests that they are frequently critical of government
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implementation and often draw attention to Committee recommendations. 261 What is discussed in
Geneva does not necessarily stay in Geneva.

Figure 5. Domestic media coverage of CEDAW and CAT review in Latin America. Number of
domestic newspaper articles that reference the in-person periodic review and/or concluding
observations and recommendations issued by the committee. Total articles within each country’s
searchable time period were summed and averaged across publications. Articles are centered on
the year of review (0). Coverage of CAT in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa
Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and
Venezuela; and of CEDAW in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico,
Paraguay, Uruguay, and Venezuela.
Contributing to Law Development
Finally, we consider a legal means by which the report-and-review process improves
human rights: through judicial decisionmaking. Self-reporting and the role of courts are
complements rather than substitutes, 262 as the negotiators who designed the CERD reporting
provisions understood. 263 The synergy between reporting and review on the one hand and
adjudicatory mechanisms of international human rights enforcement on the other is clear. For one
thing, the commitment to reporting is empirically consistent with a willingness to be bound to the
261
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rule of law through quasi-adjudication (i.e., the individual complaint process). There is a strong
positive correlation, for example, between declaring one’s state bound by CAT Article 22 (an
optional obligation that gives individuals a right to petition for a rule-based decision of the
Committee against Torture) and the likelihood of rendering a high-quality state report. 264 Indeed,
an Article 22 commitment is a much stronger predictor of turning in a report than is the propensity
to torture itself. 265
Furthermore, the treaty bodies themselves render decisions and views that inform and
reinforce the jurisprudence of courts. Not only are reporting and adjudication consistent, there is
substantial evidence of mutuality between these systems. The self-reporting regime contributes to
judicial decisionmaking and vice versa. A recent study of domestic court decisions found
numerous citations to state reports, shadow reports, or committee recommendations, suggesting
their usefulness in domestic law enforcement. 266 They have also been helpful in contributing to
regional human rights enforcement. 267
To illustrate the contribution of the self-reporting regime to law development, we searched
the case law of both the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) and the InterAmerican Court
of Human Rights (IACtHR) for every reference to a general comment, individual complaints
decision, concluding observation, or state report for the oldest six core human rights treaties:
CERD, ICCPR, ICESCR, CEDAW, CAT, and the CRC. Not only are documents from the reportand-review process useful for establishing fact patterns in domestic cases, they are becoming
common as sources for law elaboration in regional human rights courts. The doctrines developed
in these regional courts, in turn, plausibly help to enforce rights on the ground.
The ECtHR
The ECtHR’s Grand Chamber frequently references concluding observations, general
comments, and individual communications within its judgments, as seen in Figure 6. Many of
these references appear in the judgment’s section outlining “Relevant International Law and
Practice” and consist of quotations of relevant committee interpretations contained within
concluding observations and individual complaint decisions. By identifying concluding
observations as relevant law, the Court reaffirms that the treaty bodies develop international legal
standards that inform and reinforce its own case law. Indeed, the Court makes an effort to note
when treaty body interpretations are in line with Strasbourg case law, such as when it decided to
follow the “case-law” of the Human Rights Committee for ICCPR Article 26 (on discrimination),
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which is similar to Article 1 of Protocol No. 12 to the European Convention. 268 In addition, both
concurring and dissenting opinions have drawn heavily on the treaty bodies’ normative output to
establish applicable international law standards and to help clarify the legal reasoning in the
majority judgment. 269

Figure 6. European Court of Human Rights. References to individual communications, general
comments, and concluding observations from the report-and-review process for the CERD,
ICCPR, CESCR, CEDAW, CAT, and CRC as a proportion of total Grand Chamber judgments.
Sometimes the ECtHR draws directly on treaty body views when developing its own,
region-specific legal principles enforceable on European countries. In Stoll v. Switzerland, the
Court drew from the language found within the Human Rights Committee’s concluding
observations on a United Kingdom report to determine whether Switzerland’s interference with
freedom of expression pursued a legitimate aim under Convention Article 10(2). 270 Specifically,
it held that the concepts of national security and public safety “need to be applied with restraint
and to be interpreted restrictively,” citing the Human Rights Committee’s concluding observations
as falling “along the same lines.” 271 Similarly, in Maslov v. Austria the Court drew from a general
comment and the Committee on the Rights of the Child’s concluding observations on Austria’s
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report to stress that the “obligation to take the best interests of the child into account includes an
obligation to facilitate his or her reintegration” into society. 272
The IACtHR
The IACtHR cites a range of committees’ general comments and concluding observations
even more frequently than does the ECtHR (Figure 7). 273

Figure 7. Inter-American Court of Human Rights. References to individual communications,
general comments, state reports, and dialogue/concluding observations from the report-and-review
process for the CERD, ICCPR, CESCR, CEDAW, CAT, and CRC as a proportion of total
judgments.
In a case challenging Costa Rica’s prohibition of in vitro fertilization, for example, the
Court drew from the Human Rights Committee’s and the CEDAW Committee’s concluding
observations and comments to help interpret whether Convention Article 4(1) on the right to life
requires the absolute protection of the embryo. Citing twenty-two separate concluding
observations, it noted how the Committee said “the right to life of the mother is violated when
laws that restrict access to abortion force women to resort to unsafe abortion, exposing them to
death,” permitting the Court to “state that an absolute protection of the prenatal life or the life of
the embryo cannot be inferred from the ICCPR.” 274 It similarly referenced CEDAW committee
272
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concluding observations to establish that a “total ban on abortion, as well as its criminalization
under certain circumstances, violates the provisions of [CEDAW].” 275 This judgment further
refined and reaffirmed the Court’s reproductive health jurisprudence to synergistically influence
national case law in the region. 276
The IACtHR also pointed to views contained within concluding observations of the treaty
bodies in the area of civil and political rights. Concluding observations have informed the Court’s
findings on the incompatibility of amnesty laws for serious human rights violations with
international law 277 and the risk to human rights of permitting military units to act as judicial
police. 278 In a case involving the lethal use of force against Haitian migrants in the Dominican
Republic, the Court drew from concluding observations of the Human Rights Committee and
Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination regarding the government’s treatment of
such migrants to support a finding that there was de facto discrimination that led to a violation of
their rights. 279 Similarly, it drew from observations and recommendations by these two committees
on Chile’s Counter-Terrorism Act to support its finding that the government was
disproportionately applying it to members of the Mapuche indigenous people, in violation of their
right to equal protection. 280 It also directly incorporated recommendations of treaty bodies. In a
case involving the death of 107 suspected MS-13 gang members in a Honduran prison, the Court
ordered reparations that included recommendations made by the committees for ICCPR, CAT, and
CRC to modify or repeal the Penal Code’s definition and application of the offense of unlawful
association. 281 This case in particular helped develop the Court’s relatively sparse jurisprudence
on organized crime by requiring greater specificity in criminal laws on the offense of unlawful
association, an issue likely to appear with greater frequency before the Court in future years. 282
These citations do not, of course, prove that states comply readily with these institutions in
all cases. Rather, they demonstrate the mutually reinforcing jurisprudential relationship that
plausibly strengthens and clarifies the rule of law. Existing studies have provided the causal and
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contextual evidence of state compliance with the decisions of international and regional courts.283
Some studies suggest that law development and mobilization mechanisms may in fact interact,284
since compliance with regional courts often depends on the political will to abide by these
institutions’ decisions.285 To the extent that the report and review process elaborates standards that
inform the decisions of regional and other courts, the causal pathway from reporting to improved
human rights practice is strengthened. Judicial decisionmaking is thus another important
mechanism that helps explain the relationship between regular reporting and better human rights
outcomes overall.
IV. CONCLUSION
This article has demonstrated four mechanisms through which state self-reporting can lead
to positive consequences. Elite socialization, learning and capacity development, domestic
political mobilization, and law development all plausibly explain the correlation between iterative
reporting and improvements in human rights. The central contribution has been to demonstrate
that improved human rights practices on the ground are theoretically and evidentiarily connected
to the report and review process. Existing research has shown there is a statistically significant
relationship between cumulative participation in the report and review process for the case of the
CEDAW 286 and the CAT. 287 These four mechanisms help explain this relationship. Moreover,
evidence from the self-reporting process itself underscores that it can be meaningful. In this sense,
the “proof” of a causal relationship between reporting on the one hand and improvement in rights
outcomes on the other lies in a careful examination of how the process unfolds and strengthens
socialization, learning, political mobilization, and legal rules and standards.
In this final Part we consider possible unintended consequences of human rights selfreporting and highlight policy recommendations.
Good Intentions with Unintended Consequences?
A finding that self-reporting “works”—even when states have an incentive to shirk and
prevaricate—will strike some observers as hopelessly naive. Critics look at the proliferation of
treaty obligations and assert that the reporting system is breaking under its own unwieldy
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weight. 288 “Reporting fatigue” is a common diagnosis of the problem 289 and a major reason for
reporting delinquency. 290 But evidence of serious reporting fatigue is weak. Failure to report is
best explained by a lack of state capacity, not by the weight of the requirements. In fact, research
demonstrates that the more human rights treaties a state becomes party to, the more likely they are
to turn in a report, which does not support a theory of fatigue. 291 Similarly, reporting in one time
period does not reduce the probability of doing so later, as ought to be the case if fatigue contributes
to reporting delinquency. 292
None of the qualitative reporting patterns we discussed above fit a “fatigue” profile.
Reports are generally of demonstrably higher quality over time, increasingly responsive to the
treaty bodies, and consistently provide relevant data. In fact, a closer look at the reports themselves
shows that their quality improves as more reports are turned in. This pattern is not consistent with
reporting fatigue. But to the extent that states are tired of rendering multiple reports, reforms aim
to address such concerns through a single Common Core Document for all treaty bodies,
harmonized reporting guidelines, and the simplified reporting procedure. 293 Fatigue is not
fundamental to a self-reporting system; many issues can be streamlined and simplified. Indeed, a
number of reforms proposed as part of the 2020 treaty body review process aim to do just that.
Perhaps a more insidious critique is that reporting may become a bureaucratized end in
itself. The goal of this entire exercise is ultimately to improve human rights, 294 not to collect
reports, write recommendations, or even improve the compliance rate with concluding
observations per se. When bureaucrats focus on the procedures of reporting they risk falling prey
to “regulatory ritualism,” a phrase used to characterize acceptance of institutionalized regulatory
mechanisms, while potentially losing focus on rights outcomes. 295 Treaty-body periodic review
288
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risks fetishizing submission of reports to the detriment of improvements in human rights practices
on the ground. 296
It is thus crucial to understand how and why self-reporting and review produce results. The
magnitude of such effects is modest, but clearly detectable. The self-reporting process is
evolutionary, not revolutionary, and is certainly one part of a wider ecosystem of human rights
accountability. But research demonstrates that repeat participation in the process sometimes results
in important improvements. 297 Moreover, the proof—the why and the how—is in the process:
surprising to many, engagement quality is improving, not declining. Ritualism may be a risk, but
even actors who think they are engaged in ritual may be socialized into meaningful dialogue. This
research has demonstrated that eager publics and alert press reporters have not permitted the
process to become meaninglessly performative across the board.
Policy Recommendations
Self-reporting systems are dynamic and change over time. They start low-key but implicitly
ratchet up the reputational consequences of non-cooperation, even in the absence of any formal
capacity to punish or enforce standards. 298 Reporting expectations increase with both the reporting
behavior of peers and mobilization by civil society. Over time, the oversight committees
themselves help clarify these expectations.
Of course, critics of periodic review are right about a number of its shortcomings. In light
of the General Assembly’s 2020 review of measures to strengthen the treaty-body system, it is
imperative to consider what our findings can tell us about reforms that would improve the system’s
capacity to enhance rights protections. We suggest the following set of policy recommendations
that would reinforce the operation of the mechanisms we have identified as central to the quality
of the self-reporting process.
First, treaty bodies should increase efforts to encourage states to participate, especially to
submit their first report, since doing so familiarizes governments with the process. The positive
returns to reporting imply that treaty bodies should also work hard to get states to return to the
process if they have been absent. 299 This could be done via public praise for participation or media
releases that showcase exemplary reporters. To the extent that greater participation is hampered
by resource constraints, proposals to hold reviews in OHCHR’s regional offices via
videoconference with the committees have some merit. 300 In-person dialogues may be more
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conducive to socialization than virtual interactions, 301 but financial considerations currently
prevent a broad range of government officials from less resourced states from attending the review
process. The benefits of frequent and broad participation must be balanced against the less potent
influence of persuasion through a virtual dialogue.
Second, as socialization research makes clear, the nature of the dialogue with treaty bodies
is central to successful internalization of rights norms. Members’ language and tone can matter.
Many governments have suggested the dialogue should follow a more “positive” 302 and
“constructive” 303 narrative geared towards a “positive impact on the ground through
implementation,” 304 which would facilitate socialization and learning. Despite an increasing turn
to grades and rankings at the international level, 305 we discourage the use of performance “grades”
by the treaty bodies. 306 Persuasion is potentially undermined by a superficial scramble to avoid
low marks.
Expertise is also central to the process of persuasion, suggesting that the independence and
professional qualifications of the treaty body members should be a focus of reform efforts. 307 A
number of state comments for the 2020 review express support for or concern about members’
independence and impartiality. 308 Several proposals seek to ensure the expertise of members,
through an external assessment of candidate’s qualifications and a transparent selection process.309
Importantly, both the dialogue’s quality and reviewers’ expertise distinguish it from the peerreview process of the Universal Periodic Review, which should be seen as a complement and not
a substitute to self-reporting under human rights treaties. 310
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Third, the composition of delegations sent to Geneva—and particularly the representatives’
connectedness to domestic policy implementation—improves the chances for relevant lessons to
seep into policy discussions back home. This suggests that the treaty bodies should discourage
delegations dominated by diplomats and instead encourage high-level ministers as well as lowerlevel officials who will be intimately involved in specific recommendations’ technical
implementation. This includes members of the legislative and judicial branches, and officials
involved in constructing and implementing treaty-specific policies, such as police chiefs for the
CAT.
Fourth, successful learning and capacity development depend on interactive dialogue,
geared towards problem-solving and resulting in a limited set of priority recommendations that are
targeted and actionable. 311 The effectiveness of such frank discussion would be further
strengthened by using “smaller and more flexible” committee compositions and enabling
government delegates to seek advice from the committees on laws or policies. 312
Fifth, we support “bring[ing] the Treaty Body system closer to the people on the
ground,” 313 by holding some committee meetings away from Geneva and within the region of the
countries under review. This would enable committee members to “engage in dialogue with people
on the local level on the ground,” 314 and increase the process’s visibility and accessibility for the
public, local media, and domestic civil society organizations unable to attend sessions in Geneva.
The OHCHR and treaty body members should proactively disseminate information on the reportand-review process and the treaty body’s concluding observations. Country-specific social media
campaigns to inform the broader public about the process in a constructive manner could
complement the committees’ requests to each state to disseminate widely its report and concluding
observations. Reforms aimed to promote dialogue and coordination with regional human rights
courts could further reinforce law development as well. 315
Finally, since reporting can be so useful, it should be done more efficiently. A number of
proposals have been made to consolidate or cluster reports, to alleviate the burden of multiple
reporting requirements for both states and the treaty bodies. The Geneva Academy of International
Humanitarian Law and Human Rights has spearheaded these proposals, suggesting two
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variations. 316 Under the first model, a state would be reviewed every seven to eight years by all
relevant treaty bodies during the same week on the basis of a single report. We advise against
institutionalizing an eight-year reporting gap, since the review process must cumulatively repeat
to affect rights practices on the ground. 317 Treaty obligations and committee recommendations
must remain salient for government officials, the media, civil society, and the broader public.
Without sustained attention, the mechanisms outlined above would be much less effective. 318
Relatedly, a single consolidated review would unnecessarily limit the attention certain issues
receive within national public discourse and meaningful engagement with highly mobilized CSOs
around certain issue-specific treaties (i.e., CERD, CEDAW, CRC). Too much consolidation in a
single report-and-review process could make it harder for organizations to access the process and
garner the committees’ attention. 319
Under the second proposed model, states would be reviewed by all relevant committees
over an eight-year cycle, but clustered around two reviews by different committees at four-year
intervals. In principle, we are not opposed to temporal clustering of reviews, with one focusing on
ICCPR and ICESCR obligations and the second on issue-specific treaties. However, as with the
first proposed model, we would discourage extending the periodicity of each review cluster to
eight years.
Conversations involving periodic reporting are impactful when they go beyond
bureaucratized routines bent on satisfying a panel in Geneva and contribute to domesticizing
international human rights in law and practice. Much of the action must necessarily take place
outside of Geneva, in law- and policy-making settings. Criminalizing gender-based violence,
prohibiting gender discrimination in public educational systems, guaranteeing freedom of
association, and reforming prisons all depend on implementing legislation. 320
Reviewing such legislation is beyond the scope of this article. We recognize that
implementation has in many cases been slow, but there is some evidence that governments have
responded to higher-quality report-and-review interactions over time. Legislatures have begun—
gradually and selectively—to pass laws that address identified shortcomings.
In African countries, the reporting process has helped to develop the capacity necessary to
make important legislative changes in a range of economic, social, and cultural rights of vulnerable
persons, including legislation to improve access to education and nutrition in Namibia and
316
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progressive anti-human trafficking legislation in Algeria. Ghana, Uganda, and Zimbabwe have
also introduced significant programs resulting from conversations with the Committee on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities. 321 CEDAW has been brought into legislative debates in Latin
America relating to wage equality, decriminalizing abortion, and the minimum age for
marriage. 322 In Mexico, for example, reforms of a 2007 Law of Access of Women to a Life Free
From Violence (Ley General de Accesso de las Mujeres a una Vida Libre de Violencia) 323 relied
on CEDAW committee recommendations. 324 Legislators in Argentina referred to the CmAT to
call for prison reform. 325 Of course, conversations with expert committees cannot force
implementation. But in many cases, bringing these perspectives into domestic debates emphasizes
the gravity and urgency of an issue and gives domestic actors additional persuasive leverage.
Increasingly, there is evidence that this is occurring. 326
Self-reporting systems are increasingly pervasive in international law and institutions. As
the history and development of the human rights treaty system shows, in many cases they are
considered “bare minimum” enforcement tools in areas where states are especially sensitive to
external intrusions into their sovereignty. However, we have demonstrated that treaty ratification
sets in motion an institutional process that engages states constructively. None of this occurs in a
political, social, or institutional vacuum. Persuasion, social pressure, and learning take place during
the report-and-review process.
Over time, governments develop some capacity and expertise to collect and analyze
information, detect violations, and deal with them in their domestic settings. Civil society
organizations offer additional and sometimes contradictory information, mobilize around the
reporting process, and articulate demands for change. Regional courts have increasingly looked to
the expert committees’ concluding observations to support their opinions. The reporting system
therefore has the potential to reverberate in domestic politics, policy, and law and thereby improve
rights’ realization on the ground.
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